RUB-0UT & HIGH GLOSS POLISHING PRODUCTS
PRESERVETM

POLISH, CLEANER, FINISH REJUVENATOR
SCRATCH REMOVER TOO
This silicone and wax free product is truly
a miracle to say the least. It cleans, polishes and rejuvenates an old finish while
removing minor scratches simultaneously.
For best results apply a liberal coat by
spray or on a clean, lint-free cotton cloth
then wipe thoroughly to clean the surface.
To remove scratches, use a fine rubbing
pad or 4/0 steel wool in conjunction with
this product. Rub the scratched area
gently in the direction of the grain. Repeat
as necessary until all the scratches are
removed. Buff with a clean, lint-free cloth
as the final step.
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ABRALON®

FOAM-BACKED SANDING PADS

A mesh fabric coated with closely sized abrasive particles laminated to foam and
a brush cloth backing for easy attachment by grip (velcro). The open mesh and
foam construction is ideally suited for use with different types of lubricants including
water. The lubricant flows around the abrasive grains and is absorbed or released
by the foam as needed for wet sanding and heat sink. Available in 6" foam discs,
packaged 20 per box or sold individually.
		
• Provides a super smooth finish
• Prevents cut-through defects
• No swirl marks
• Prevents cross grain scratches
• Easily conforms to curved and surfaces
• Cuts polishing time by over 50%
• Saves money in abrasives needs
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RACE GLAZE POLISHING COMPOUND

A low viscosity, paraffinic oil based wet sanding vehicle and
lubricant for all types of finishes. Superior to water and other
types due to bettert heat absorption. Makes for easy clean-up
and works equally well with pumice or rottenstone. Excellent
for high gloss polishing and, rubbing out with steel wool or
scrubbing pad. Leaves no scratch marks. Highly effective for
wet sanding with the above Abralon sanding pads. DO NOT
USE for wet sanding between coats, regardless of finish.

Finish off with the Gloss
Highlighter to enhance the
gloss or get that wet look, or
use it to give the furniture a
"just-polished" feel and look.
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COUNTRY WOODCRAFT PASTE FINISHING WAX
™

Without a doubt the finest paste wax on the market. Adds protection and, a handrubbed, rich, smooth-feel satin lustre to any finished wood or metal surface. Excellent
for use over any stain or finish, solvent or
water-based. Formulated with carnuaba wax
for added hardness and surface protection.
Truly a five star product.
Available in two colors: natural for light, tight
grain woods; dark for open grain, or dark
woods. Light color is available in two container
sizes; the dark in pint size only.
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FELT RUBBING BLOCK

Hard, felt block for wet sanding and hand rubbing/
polishing of finishes. Please visit our website for further
details and utility in rubbing out a finish.
4" x 2" x 1".
53085
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WET SANDING LUBRICANT

Polishes your finished surface to a high gloss or wet look. First wet sand
with 400 to 4000 grit wet/dry sandpaper or Abralon sanding discs (at right)
and our Rubbing Lubricant to level the finish or remove any imperfections.
Wipe with a clean cloth then apply this compound per
label directions. Buff with a buffing wheel at 1,500 to
2,000 RPM. Leaves no swirl marks.

Polishing Compound
(leaves no swirl marks)
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WOL WAX™ – RUB DOWN PASTE CONCENTRATE
Designed for rubbing down a gloss to a satin or "rubbed
effect" satin finish, as well as removing imperfections
in a finish. Concentrated, water soluble, non-toxic,
non-hazardous, biodegradable and silicone free paste.
Recoat over with most finishes if desired - no adhesion
issues. Excellent for rubbing between coats if high build
and depth are needed. Use in with steel wool (3/0 or 4/0)
or, a fine scrubbing pad. Green Technology™ Formula.
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SATIN RUB™ (RUB DOWN LIQUID)

Liquid version of the above WOL-WAX. Ready for use as
supplied; does not require thinning.
Green Technology™ Formula.
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www. hoodfinishing. com
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1-800-229-0934
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